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2016 is here and the world of alternative finance isn’t slowing down. If you’re 
a commercial finance broker, the environment has gotten a little bit more 
competitive. Sorry folks, the Ferrari might have to wait, at least that’s what some 
of the sources we interviewed are saying.

But it’s not all bad, the path to success is just changing. Cold calling and 
direct mail are giving way to new ideas such as Times Square billboards, 
referral relationships, and diversified product lines. Along the way, regulatory 
compliance is permeating thought processes more than ever before. The SBFA 
(formerly NAMAA) is evolving and other groups are trying to make their 
presences felt as well. 

Certain models may be tested by rising interest rates in 2016. Investors in 
marketplace lending may be wooed by safer investments that pay out a smaller, 
yet acceptable yield. Or perhaps a volatile or declining stock market will 
encourage more investors than ever before to flock to marketplace lending. 
Several predictions made by the “experts” in 2015 will be tested. It’s amazing 
to think that we really haven’t had economic or market conditions change in  
a long time. 

The fact that it’s a presidential election year could also stir things up. 
Democratic contender Bernie Sanders for example, has pledged to wage war  
on lenders by instituting nationwide interest rate caps to levels that would 
likely cripple both marketplace lenders and credit card companies. 

With all of these things to consider, perhaps the two guys that lost God  
and found $40 million (as told in Bloomberg this past October) are better  
off retired on a beach in Puerto Rico. Then again, we’ve got a more compelling 
story in this issue with two guys from somewhat similar circumstances.  
Jared Feldman and Dan Smith, co-founders of Fora Financial, sold a part  
of their company to Palladium Equity Partners LLC late last year. Fora fittingly 
means marketplace in Latin and the pair still run the company from New  
York City. The two entrepreneurs are featured on this issue’s cover and should 
serve as a reminder to anyone reading, that the industry has so much more 
room to grow.

–Sean Murray
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THE DUAL AURA OF FORA 
By ED MCKINLEY
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Meet Fora Financial. How Two Guys Built a “Marketplace” 
And Placed More Than $400 million in Funding.
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A recent Bloomberg article documented 
the hard-partying lifestyle of two young 
entrepreneurs who struck it rich when they 

sold their alternative funding business. The story of 
their beer-soaked early retirement in a Puerto Rico 
tax haven came complete with photos of the duo 
astride horses on the beach and perched atop  
a circular bed.

But two other members of the alternative-finance 
community have chosen a different path despite 
somewhat similar circumstances. Jared Feldman 
and Dan B. Smith, the founders of New York-based 
Fora Financial, are about the same age as the pair 
in that Bloomberg article and they, too, recently sold 

an equity stake in their company. Yet Smith and 
Feldman have no intention of cutting back on the 
hours they dedicate to their business or the time 
they devote to their families.

They retained a share of Fora Financial that they 
characterized as “significant” and will remain at 
the head of the company after selling part of it to 
Palladium Equity Partners LLC in October for an 
undisclosed sum. Palladium bought into a company 
that has placed more than $400 million in funding 
through 14,000 deals with 8,500 small businesses. It 
expects revenue and staff size to grow by 25 percent 
to 35 percent this year.

The deal marks Palladium’s first foray into 
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alternative finance, although it has invested in the 
specialty-finance industry since 2007, said Justin 
R. Green, a principal at the firm. His company is 
appointing two members to the Fora Financial board.

Palladium, which describes itself as a middle-
market investment firm, decided to make the deal 
partly because it was impressed by Smith and 
Feldman, according to Green. “Jared and Dan have a 
passion for supporting small businesses and built the 
company from the ground up with that mission,” he 
said. “We place great importance on the company’s 
management team.”

Negotiations got underway after Raymond James 
& Associates, a St. Petersburg, Fla.-based investment 
banking advisor, approached Palladium on behalf of 
Fora Financial, Green said. RJ&A made the overture 
based on other Palladium investments, he said.

The potential partnership looked good from the 
other point of view, too. “We wanted to make sure  
it was the right partner,” Feldman said of the process. 
“We wanted someone who shared the same vision 
and knew how to maximize growth and shareholder 
value over time and help us execute on our plans.”

It took about a year to work out the details of the 
deal Feldman said. “It was a grueling process, to say 
the least,” he admitted, “but we wanted to make sure 

we were capitalized for the future.”
The Palladium deal marked a milestone in the 

development of Fora Financial, a company with roots 
that date back to when Smith and Feldman met while 
studying business management at Indiana University. 

After graduation, Feldman landed a job in 
alternative funding in New York at Merchant Cash & 
Capital (today named BizFi), and he recruited Smith 
to join him there. “That was basically our first job 
out of college,” Feldman said.

It struck Smith as a great place to start. “It was 
the easiest way for me to get to New York out of 
college,” he said. “I saw a lot of opportunity there.”

The pair stayed with the company a year and 
a half before striking out on their own to start a 
funding company in April 2008. “We were young 
and ambitious,” Feldman said. “We thought it was  
the right time in our lives to take that chance.”

They had enough confidence in the future of 
alternative funding that they didn’t worry unduly 
about the rocky state of the economy at the time. 
Still, the timing proved scary.

Lehman Brothers crashed just as Smith and 
Feldman were opening the doors to their business, 
and all around them they saw competitors losing 
their credit facilities, Smith said. It taught them 

Dan B. SmithJared Feldman
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frugality and the importance of being well-capitalized 
instead of boot-strapped.

Their first office, a 150-square-foot space in 
Midtown Manhattan, could have used a few more 
windows, but there was no shortage of heavy metal 
doors crisscrossed with ominous-looking interlocking 
steel bars. The space seemed cramped and sparse 
at the same time, with hand-me-down furniture, 
outdated landline phones and a dearth of computers. 
Job seekers wondered if they were applying to a  
real company.

“It was Dan and I sitting in a small room, 
pounding the phones,” Feldman recalled. “That’s  
how we started the business.”

At first, Smith and Feldman paid the rent and 
kept the lights on with their own money. Nearly 
every penny they earned went right back into the 
business, Feldman said. The company functioned 
as a brokerage, placing deals with other funders. 
From the beginning, they concentrated on building 
relationships in the industry, Smith said. “Those  
were the hands that fed us,” he noted.

By early 2009, Smith and Feldman started raising 
capital from friends and family members so that they 
could fund deals themselves. About that time, they 
developed a computer platform to track the payments 
they received from funding companies where they 
placed deals. 

Smith and Feldman’s first credit facility came 
from Entrepreneur Growth Capital. The stake enabled 
them to begin handling deals on their own instead 
of passing them along to funders. At the same time, 
they expanded their computing platform to handle 
entire deals. 

From there, Smith and Feldman expanded their 
computing capability to help with accounting, 
underwriting and other functions. A combination  
of staff and outside developers guided the platform’s 
evolution. Today, three full-time in-house tech people 
handle programming. 

Smith and Feldman emphasize that they don’t 
consider Fora Financial a tech company, but Green 
said the company’s platform helped cinch the deal. 
“We view Fora Financial as a technology-enabled 
financial services company,” he maintained.   

While building the platform and expanding the 
business, Fora Financial secured mezzanine  
financing from Hamilton Investment Partners LLC,  
a company that bases its investments on the strength 
of management teams. “I am industry-agnostic,” said 
Douglas Hamilton, managing partner and cofounder. 
“Dan and Jared are one of the best young teams  
I have encountered in my 35 years of doing  
private investing.”

Meanwhile, Fora Financial moved six times 
to larger accommodations. The company’s 116 
employees now occupy 26,000 square feet in 
Midtown, with half of the staff working in direct 
sales and the other half devoted to back office, 
underwriting, finance, IT, customer service, 
collections and legal duties.

Seventy percent of the company’s business flows 
from its inside sales staff and the rest comes from 
ISOs, brokers and strategic partners, Feldman said. 
“Most of the industry is the opposite,” he noted. 

Finding salespeople presents a challenge in New 
York, where they’re in great demand. “We’ve invested 
a lot of money in finding the right salespeople,” 
Feldman said. “We also have to make sure that  
we’re right for them.” The sales staff includes  
recent graduates and experienced people from  
other sectors of financial-services or other 
businesses, Feldman noted.

“We don’t hire from within the industry,” Smith 
added. “From Day One, we’ve been training our staff 
our way and not bringing in tainted brokers.” That 
way, the company can make sure salespeople hew 
to the company’s ethical approach to business, he 
maintained. It’s part of creating a company culture, 
he said.

The Fora Financial culture also includes strict 
compliance with state and federal regulation because 
until recently Smith and Feldman owned the entire 
company, Feldman said. “Regulatory compliance is a 
core value with us and has been for some time,” he 
noted, adding that it’s also resulted in conservatism 
and due diligence. 

Those traits have not gone unnoticed, according 
to Robert Cook, a partner at Hudson Cook, LLC, a 
Hanover, Md.-based financial-services law firm that 
has worked extensively with the company. “Fora was 
one of the first clients in this small-business funding 
area that took compliance to heart,” Cook said. 
“As time has gone on, we’re seeing more and more 
companies make compliance part of their culture, but 
Fora was one of the early adapters in this area.”

Top management at alternative finance companies 
often talk about compliance, and the discussion too 
often ends there and doesn’t filter down through 
the ranks, Cook said. But that’s not the case at 
Fora Financial, he maintained. “It’s throughout the 
organization,” he said of the company Smith and 
Feldman founded. “From a compliance attorney’s 
standpoint, that’s always a great sign.”

Nurturing a penchant for compliance and 
dedicating a company legal and compliance 
department to pursuing it became a factor in 
Palladium’s decision to become involved with the 
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company, Feldman said.
The focus on compliance also spread to the way 

Fora Financial brings brokers on board, Smith said. 
The company scrutinizes potential partners carefully 
before taking them on, he maintained.

“We probably missed out on some business as 
the industry grew because we were more cognizant 
of doing things the right way, but that paid off in the 
long run and some of our competitors have followed 
suit,” Smith said.  

Compliance first became particularly important 
when Fora Financial added small-business loans  
to their initial business of providing merchant cash 
advances. They began making loans because lots of 
businesses don’t accept cards, which serve as the 
basis for cash advances.

On a cash basis, the 
current portfolio is 75 
percent to 80 percent 
small-business loans. Loans 
started to surpass advances 
during the fourth quarter 
of 2014. The shift gained 
momentum after the company 
began funding through its bank 
sponsor, Bank of Lake Mills, in  
the third quarter of 2014.

Growth of loans will continue 
to outstrip growth of cash 
advances because manufacturers, 
construction companies and other 
businesses usually don’t accept 
cards, Smith said. If a customer 
qualifies for both, Fora Financial 
helps decide which makes the 
most sense in a specific case, 
Feldman added.

“We don’t sell our loans – we carry everything 
on the balance sheet and assume the risk,” Feldman 
said.  “If it’s not good for the customer, it’s going 
to come back and hurt the performance of our 
portfolio over time,” he noted.

That thinking helped the company recognize the 
importance of adding loans to the mix. “We were 
one of the first companies (in the alternative-finance 
industry) to get our California lending license,” 
Feldman said. The company obtained the license 
in 2011 and got to work on lending. Offering loans 
required some retooling because the underwriting 
criteria differ so much from those in the cash 
advance business, Feldman said. 

With the help of several law firms, they made 
sense of regulation from state to state and began 
offering the loans one state at a time, Smith said. 

“We wanted to make sure we rolled it out the right 
way,” Feldman noted.

As the company was changing, Smith and 
Feldman saw a need to rebrand. Initially, they called 
their company Paramount Merchant Funding to 
reflect their merchant cash advance offerings. When 
they added small-business loans to the mix, they 
used several additional names. Now, they’ve brought 
both functions and all of the names together under 
the Fora Financial brand. Fora means marketplace  
in Latin and seems broad enough to cover products 
the company might add in the future, Feldman said.

Smith and Feldman are contemplating what form 
those future products might take, but they declined 
to mention specifics. “We’re constantly getting 
feedback from customers on what they need that 
we’re not currently delivering,” Feldman said.  
“We have ideas in the pipeline.” 

Despite changes in the business, Smith and 

Feldman have managed to remain true to timeless 
values in their personal lives. Smith grew up near 
Philadelphia in Fort Washington, Pa., and Feldman 
is a native of Roslyn, N.Y. Both now reside in 
Livingston, N.J. and occasionally ride the train 
together to work in New York. Smith is married 
and has two children, while Feldman and his wife 
recently had their first child.

“We’re at it everyday,” Feldman said of their 
work-oriented lifestyle. “When we’re out of the 
office, we’re traveling for work. So is the rest of the 
team. We’re only going to go as far as our people.”

And what about that other pair luxuriating in the 
Caribbean? As Feldman put it: “New Jersey is a long 
way from Puerto Rico.”
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BUSINESS AS THE INDUSTRY GREW 

BECAUSE WE WERE MORE COGNIZANT OF 

DOING THINGS THE RIGHT WAY, BUT THAT 

PAID OFF IN THE LONG RUN AND SOME OF 
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Details Emerged About the OnDeck – JPMorgan Chase Deal / deBanked  
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On December 30th, 2015, the Wall Street Journal revealed details about the OnDeck – JPMorgan Chase 
partnership not previously known. They include:

»  OnDeck will get fees to originate and service loans for Chase up to $250,000

»  Chase’s small business loans will have terms of 6, 9, and 12 months

»  Chase customers won’t know OnDeck is involved at all

»  OnDeck will not get Chase’s declines

»   OnDeck will process Chase’s business loan applications in a matter of hours instead of weeks

The most notable detail is that Chase will be doing small business loans with 6-12 month terms,  
a timetable that has typically been the domain of non-bank tech-based lenders.

DETAILS EMERGED 
ABOUT THE  
ONDECK – JPMORGAN 
CHASE DEAL

Source: http://www.wsj.com/articles/inside-j-p-morgans-deal-with-on-deck-capital-1451519092
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A new California law is drawing attention to 
a much-misunderstood issue – whether 
California Finance Lenders can pay referral 

fees to unlicensed ISOs. Effective January 1, 2016,  
the answer is yes, but only for commercial loans 
with an annual percentage rate of less than 36% 
where the lender reviews documents to verify the 
borrower’s ability to repay. These restrictions benefit 
non-profit lenders making business development 
loans, and shut out their higher-cost commercial 
lender competitors from paying referral fees to 
unlicensed ISOs. 
 Existing regulations under California’s Finance 
Lender’s Law (“CFLL”) prohibit paying any  
compensation to unlicensed persons or companies 
for “soliciting or accepting applications for loans.”  
10 CCR 1451(c). This prohibition does not apply  
to referrals for merchant cash advances or referrals 
to banks, which are not subject to the CFLL. A  
number of not-for-profit CFLL lenders offering  
business development loans complained that it was 
unfair that they could not pay referral fees to an  
unlicensed ISO while their higher-cost competitors, 
the merchant cash advance companies, could.   
 California SB 197, supported by Opportunity 
Fund, California’s largest not-for-profit commercial 
lender, and the California Association of Micro-
Enterprise Organizations, a group of more than 170 
organizations, agencies, and individuals dedicated to 
furthering micro-business development in California, 
aimed to remedy this perceived problem. According 
to an information sheet on SB 197 available on the 
Opportunity Fund’s web site:

Often, merchant advance companies offer less favorable 
terms to small businesses than commercial lenders;  
however, small businesses never learn about the  
commercial lenders that offer more favorable terms,  
because those lenders cannot compensate entities to  
refer business to them.   

http://www.opportunityfund.org/media/blog/introducing-
sb-197-(block)!/ (last accessed on December 9, 2015) 

 The legislature approved SB 197 and Gov. Jerry 
Brown signed it last October. Starting on January 1, 
2016, a CFLL lender can pay a fee to an unlicensed 
person in connection with a referral of a prospective 
borrower if:

»  The referral by the unlicensed person leads to the 
consummation of a commercial loan (defined as a 
loan with a principal amount of $5,000 or more 
the proceeds of which are intended by the borrower 
for use primarily for other than personal, family or 
household purposes);

»  The loan contract provides for an annual  
percentage rate that does not exceed 36%; and

»  Before approving the loan, the lender:

»   Obtains documentation from the prospective 
borrower documenting the borrower’s  
commercial status. Examples of acceptable forms 
of documentation include, but are not limited 
to, a seller’s permit, business license, articles of 
incorporation, income tax returns showing  
business income, or bank account statements 
showing business income; and

»   Performs underwriting and obtains documentation  
to ensure that the prospective borrower will have 
sufficient monthly gross revenue with which 
to repay the loan pursuant to the loan terms.  
The lender cannot make a loan if it determines 
through its underwriting that the prospective 
borrower’s total monthly expenses, including 
debt service payments on the loan for which 
the prospective borrower is being considered, 
will exceed the prospective borrower’s monthly 
gross revenue. Examples of acceptable forms 
of documentation for verifying current and 
projected gross monthly revenue and monthly 
expenses include, but are not limited to, tax 
returns, bank statements, merchant financial 

CAN CALIFORNIA 
LENDERS PAY 
REFERRAL FEES 
TO UNLICENSED 
BROKERS?
By ROBERT COOK, CATHY BRENNAN  
AND KATE FISHER
HUDSON COOK, LLP
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statements, business plans, business history, and 
industry-specific knowledge and experience. If 
the prospective borrower is a sole proprietor 
or a corporation and the loan will be secured 
by a personal guarantee provided by the owner, 
the lender must consider a credit report from at 
least one consumer credit reporting agency that 
compiles and maintains files on consumers on a 
nationwide basis.

 The licensee must also maintain records of  
all compensation paid to unlicensed persons in  
connection with the referral of borrowers for a  
period of at least 4 years.

 SB 197 also provides that a lender that pays  
compensation for a referral to an unlicensed person 
is liable for “any misrepresentation made to that  
borrower in connection with that loan.” It is  
not clear whether the lender is liable only for  
misrepresentations made by the unlicensed person 
who receives compensation for the referral, or if the 
regulator will interpret this provision more broadly. 
Further, lenders must provide such prospective  
borrowers this specific written statement in 10-point 
font or larger at the time the licensee receives an  
application for the loan:

 You have been referred to us by [Name of  
Unlicensed Person]. If you are approved for the loan, 
we may pay a fee to [Name of Unlicensed Person] 
for the successful referral. [Licensee], and not [Name 
of Unlicensed Person] is the sole party authorized 
to offer a loan to you. You should ensure that you 
understand any loan offer we may extend to you 
before agreeing to the loan terms. If you wish to 
report a complaint about this loan transaction, you 
may contact the Department of Business Oversight 
at 1-866-ASK-CORP (1-866-275-2677), or file your 
complaint online at www.dbo.ca.gov.
 Lenders must require prospective borrowers to 
acknowledge receipt of the statement in writing.  
 SB 197 defines “referral” to mean either the  
introduction of the borrower and the lender or the 
delivery to the lender of the borrower’s contact  
information. The following activities by an unlicensed 
person are not authorized:

»  Participating in any loan negotiation;

»  Counseling or advising the borrower about a loan;

»  Participating in the preparation of any loan  
documents, including credit applications;

»  Contacting the lender on behalf of the borrower 
other than to refer the borrower;

»  Gathering loan documentation from the borrower 
or delivering the documentation to the lender;

»  Communicating lending decisions or inquiries to 
the borrower;

»  Participating in establishing any sales literature or 
marketing materials; and

»  Obtaining the borrower’s signature on documents.

 Many for-profit CFLL licensees may find the 
narrow exemption that permits CFLL licensees 
making commercial loans to accept referrals from 
non-licensed entities impractical.  The industry may 
instead choose to focus on the existing prohibition 
against paying non-licensees for “soliciting or  
accepting applications for loans” to avoid the  
limitations on the loan terms.

Robert Cook, Cathy Brennan and Kate Fisher are  
partners in the Maryland office of Hudson Cook, LLP. 
Robert can be reached at 410-865-5401 or by email  
at rcook@hudco.com. Cathy can be reached at  
410-865-5405 or by email at cbrennan@hudco.com.  
Kate can be reached at 410-782-2356 or by email  
at kfisher@hudco.com. 
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Industry Trade Group Coming of Age / deBanked  

deBanked  /  November/December 2015  /  deBanked.com

By hiring an executive director, the Small 
Business Finance Association hopes to achieve 
at least two goals – taking a step toward 

becoming a full-service trade group and providing  
a public voice for the alternative finance industry.
 Stephen Denis, formerly deputy staff director of 
the U.S. House Committee on Small Business, went 
to work in the new role in mid-December, setting up 
shop with his cell phone and laptop in a Washington, 
DC, area coffee emporium. He’s the SBFA’s first  
full-time employee.
 Hiring Denis, who also has association  
experience, represents “the next evolution” of  
the trade group, according to David Goldin, SBFA 
president and Capify’s founder, president and CEO.
 The SBFA, which got its start in 2008 as the 
North American Merchant Advance Association, 
changed its name last year because members have 
added small-business loans to the their merchant 
cash advance offerings. Although the trade group’s 
not exactly new, it has plenty of room to grow and 
its leadership and members seem open to change.
 “The goal is to start from scratch and take a look at 
everything the association is doing,” Denis told  
deBanked, “and to really build this out to a robust 
group that represents the interests of small businesses.” 
 Denis appears optimistic about pursuing that 
goal. He’s a native of the Boston area and a Harvard 
University graduate whose first job out of school was 
as an aide to Republican Sen. John E. Sununu of New 
Hampshire. After three years in that position, he 
took a job for two years with a UK-based trade  
association, traveling frequently to London to  
inform the group of Congressional action in the 
United States.
 From there, Denis went on to become director of 
government affairs and economic development for 
the Cincinnati Business Committee, a regional associ-

ation that included Fortune 500 companies among its 
members. After two years in that role, Denis joined 
the staff of Rep. Steve Chabot, R-Ohio, moving back to 
Washington and serving as the congressman’s deputy 
chief of staff during a five-year stint that ended when 
he joined the SBFA.
 While working for Chabot, Denis also became 
deputy staff director of the House Committee for 
Small Business, the No. 2 position there, and he has 
held that job for the last three years. The committee’s 
tasks include learning as much as they can about 
small business, including financing, and using the  
information to advise members of the House on 
policy initiatives.     
 The experience Denis has amassed in government 
should serve the association well because his duties 
include briefing federal legislators and regulators on 
how the alternative-finance business works. With 
Denis as spokesperson, the industry can speak to 
government with a single voice, Goldin asserted.
 “We are going to be aggressive in our outreach  
to legislators and regulators as well as be active 
reaching out to local, state governments,” Denis said. 
The SBFA will “work with other trade groups and 
small business groups to promote our mission to  
ensure small businesses have alternative finance  
options available to them.”
 Until now, too many players from the alternative 
finance industry have been vying for lawmakers’  
attention, Goldin said. To make matters worse, some 
of those seeking to influence government in hearings 
on Capitol Hill are brokers instead of lenders and 
thus may not have a perfect understanding of risk 
and other aspects of the business, he maintained.
 “We’re hearing that there are people trying to be 
the voice of small-business finance that either don’t 
have a lot of years of experience or they’re not telling 
the whole story,” Goldin said. “We want to make sure 
the industry’s represented properly.”
 Denis can draw attention away from the “noise” 
created by unqualified voices and focus on informa-
tion that Congress needs to make reasonable  
decisions about the alternative finance business, 
Goldin maintained.
 Besides getting the word out in Washington, the 
SBFA hopes to convey its message to the general 
public on “the benefits of alternative financing,” 
Goldin said. At the same time the group can help 
make small business owners aware of the finance  
options, Denis added.
 Asked whether hiring Denis marks the beginning 

INDUSTRY TRADE 
GROUP COMING  
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THE SBFA  IS BECOMING  
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of an effort to lobby members of Congress for  
legislation the association deems favorable to  
the industry, Goldin said only that additional  
announcements will be forthcoming.
 Meanwhile, updated “best practices” guidelines 
might be in the offing to help industry players  
navigate the business ethically and efficiently, Goldin 
said. A set of six best practices the association  
released in 2011 included clear disclosure of fees, 
clear disclosure of recourse, sensitivity to a  
merchants’ cash flow, making sure advances aren’t 
presented as loans and paying off outstanding  

balances on previous advances.
 Addressing other possible steps in the association’s 
growth, Goldin said the group doesn’t plan to publish 
an industry trade magazine or newsletter. However,  
a trade show or conference might make sense,  
he noted. 
 Denis said he and the board had not discussed 
the possibility of a test, credential or accreditation 
to certify the expertise of qualified members of the 
industry. However, associations often establish and 
monitor such standards, so it would be reasonable 
for the SBFA to do so, he added. 
 The association might establish a Washington  
office, Goldin said. “We’ll look to Steve for his 

thoughts and guidance on that,” he observed. Denis 
seems amenable to the idea. “Down the road, we 
would love to open an office and hire more people,” 
he said. 
 In Goldin’s view, all of those moves might help 
the rest of the world comprehend the industry.  
Understanding the industry requires taking into 
account the cost of dealing with risk and business 
operations, he said.
 Placing a $20,000 merchant cash advance, for 
example, requires a customer-acquisition effort that 
costs about $3,000 and a write-off of losses and  
overhead of about $4,000, Goldin said. That’s a  
total of $27,000 even without the cost of capital,  
he maintained.
 “Most people don’t understand the economics  
of our business,” Goldin continued. The majority  
of placements are for less than $25,000, he said, 
characterizing them as “almost a loss leader when 
you factor in the acquisition costs.” 
 While spreading that type of information on the 
industry’s inner workings, Denis will also conduct 
the day-to-day for the not-for-profit’s affairs. The 
association’s board of directors will continue to set 
policy and objectives.  
 Members elect the board members to two-year 
terms. Current board members are Goldin; Jeremy 
Brown of Rapid Advance, who’s also serving as the 
group’s vice president; John D’Amico, GRP Funding; 
Stephen Sheinbaum, Bizfi; and John Snead, Merchants 
Capital Access.
 Member companies include Bizfi, BFS Capital, 
Capify, Credibly, Elevate Funding, Fora Financial, GRP 
Funding, Merchant Capital Source, Merchants Capital 
Access (MCA), Nextwave Funding, NLYH Group LLC, 
North American Bancard, Principis Capital, Rapid 
Advance, Strategic Funding Source and Swift Capital.
 Companies pay $3,000 in monthly dues, which 
Denis characterizes as inexpensive for a DC-based 
trade association.
 Membership could spread to other types of  
businesses, Denis said. “I’d like to expand the tent to 
other industries,” he noted. “The association is trying 
to represent the interests of small business and make 
sure they have every finance option available  
to them.”
 But a key purpose of the trade association is to 
provide a forum for members to come together as  
an industry, Denis said. “We’re thinking big,” he  
admitted. “We hope that all members of the  
marketplace will want to become a part of it.”
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THE COMMERCIAL FINANCE 
COALITION EMERGES
BY: ED MCKINLEY

A new trade association hopes to bring together every 
type of company in the alternative-finance industry to  
form a united front capable of managing state and  
federal regulation.

The fledgling Commercial Finance Coalition (CFC) 
welcomes potential members that include funders, 
brokers, payments processors, data providers and 
collection agencies, said Matt Patterson, CEO of Sioux 
Falls, SD-based Expansion Capital Group LLC and a 
board member and organizer of the new trade group.

Patterson began thinking about forming an association 
early last year when he learned that the established 
Small Business Finance Association (SBFA), formerly the 
North American Merchant Advance Association, wasn’t 
communicating with legislators and regulators on behalf 
of the industry. “When I talked to them six or nine months 
ago, they had no road map for affecting legislation or 
regulation,” he said. 

Since then, the SBFA has hired an executive director 
with legislative and association experience to tell the 
industry’s story on Capitol Hill. (See main story.) So, 
two industry groups now plan to begin contacting 
government officials to educate them on the cause  
of small-business alternative finance.

The decision to create the CFC came at a dinner 
meeting convened Dec. 3 in New York. That gathering 
came together after several months of conference calls 
and videoconferences, Patterson said.

The CFC is working with two well-established lobbying 
groups, Patterson noted. Both organizations advised the 
CFC during its formation, he said.

A high-profile Washington law firm should be selected to 
represent the CFC by the middle of January, Patterson 
said. The combination of Polaris and the law firm will give 
the association an immediate Washington presence, 

he noted.

The group intends to write best practices for its members 
but doesn’t contemplate starting a trade show, trade 
publication or merchant watch list, Patterson said.

The CFC is beginning its journey with nearly 20 member 
companies, according to Patterson. The group planned to 
name those companies by about the end of January when 
it launched its website. Recruitment of additional members 
was scheduled to intensify after the association has been 
operating for a while.

Inviting members from all facets of the industry indicates 
a philosophy that differs from that of the SBFA, which 
includes only funders on its roster, Patterson said. “We 
want to be inclusive,” he said. “We’re interested in building 
a broad base of constituents that all have an incentive to 
see that the industry survives and thrives.”
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“YES, WE’RE 
LOCAL” DEBUTS  
IN TIMES SQUARE

If you didn’t make it to Times Square for the New 
Year’s Eve celebration, you’re probably a lot better off. 
But if you’re not going to be in that neighborhood any 
time soon either, you can still catch a glimpse of the 
“Yes, We’re Local” commercial that is broadcasting on 
a video billboard above 43rd and Broadway. According 

to BizBloom President Thomas Costa, the executive 
behind the campaign, the purpose is to tell the 
story of the American Dream, particularly the 
struggles and accomplishments of entrepreneurs.
 To do that, BizBloom intends to rely on the 
help of college students to interview small business 
owners all over the country. The stories that 
garner the largest social media responses will be 
featured in their Times Square video commercial. 
Additionally, for each story a student collects, 
BizBloom will donate to a special scholarship fund. 
 Along with the “Yes, We’re Local” slogan 
and BizBloom’s logo, two other industry-related 
brands make supportive appearances in the video, 
deBanked and Quick Bridge Funding. 

TO VIEW VIDEO FOOTAGE OF IT ONLINE, VISIT: 
http://debanked.com/2016/01/debank-the-world-see-the-times-square-ad-campaign-live/
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On December 26th, 2015, presidential candidate Bernie 
Sanders tweeted, “You have families out there paying  

6, 8, 10 percent on student debt but you can refinance your 
homes at 3 percent. What sense is that?” It attracted 
thousands of responses, many highlighting his 
failure to acknowledge that collateralized loans are 
inherently less risky than unsecured loans. If that 
were to be interpreted as a troubling signal for the 
marketplace lending industry, then what he followed 
up with two weeks later should prompt cause for 
alarm. The following are quoted directly from the 
statement posted on his website:

»  “ Today, we need to cap interest rates on credit 
cards and consumer loans at 15 percent.”

»  “ It is unacceptable that millions of Americans  
are paying credit card interest rates of 20 or  
30 percent.”

»  “ The Bible has a term for this practice. It’s 
called usury. And in The Divine Comedy, Dante 
reserved a special place in the Seventh Circle 
of Hell for those who charged people usurious 
interest rates.”

»  “ Today, we don’t need the hellfire and the pitch 
forks, we don’t need the rivers of boiling blood, 
but we do need a national usury law.”

»  “ The business model on Wall Street is fraud”

»  “ Within one year, my administration will break 
these institutions (too-big-too-fail banks) up so 
that they no longer pose a grave threat to the 
economy as authorized under Section 121 of the 
Dodd-Frank Act.”

There may be more than one way to de-bank, but Bernie’s 
methods are a little bit different than the ones we had in mind…

BERNIE SANDERS  
MIGHT NOT SERVE  
THE INDUSTRY WELL  
AS PRESIDENT

Source: https://berniesanders.com/statement-by-senator-bernie-sanders-on-wall-street-and-the-economy/
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Many brokers just starting out in the 
alternative funding space may be in for a 
rude awakening. It’s not that the ‘Year of the 

Broker’ is over, per se, but 2016 certainly represents 
a new chapter for newbies—one in which getting  
rich quick and succeeding over the long-haul will  
be much more difficult.
 “It’s the ‘Year of the Leader’ now. Fresh brokers 
coming into our space will have to work harder to 
set themselves apart, and it will be harder for many 
of them to make the money they once did,” says 
Amanda Kingsley, chief executive of Sendto, a Palm 
Bay, Florida-based firm that assists companies in the 
alternative finance industry with referral marketing 
and operational growth programs. 
 Funders today remain hungry for deals and are 
still paying relatively high rates to bring in new 

business. Yet there are several competitive realities 
putting a damper on a new broker’s earnings power. 
 “A few years ago, individual brokers could be 
making $20,000 or even $40,000 a month. Now 
those numbers are much more difficult to reach  
unless brokers have a unique lead generation method 
or their own money to participate in the deals,” 
says Zachary Ramirez, a vice president and branch 
manager in the Orange, California office of World 
Business Lenders, a New York-based lender.
 Most funders today allow brokers to charge 
merchants between 8 and 12 points above the buy 
rate, with some allowing as high as 15 to 20 points, 
according to industry participants. But to win  
business amid a flurry of competition, brokers are 

‘YEAR OF THE 
BROKER’ GIVES 
WAY TO ‘YEAR OF 
THE REDUCED 
COMMISSION’
By CHERYL WINOKUR MUNK
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being forced to take a lower cut on many deals.  
Not only are there more brokers to compete with, 
but merchants are also savvier—and more price- 
conscious—about alternative funding products than 
they were several years ago.
 For higher quality deals, there’s another force at 
play driving down what sales reps can earn. That’s 
because a handful of large funders are instituting 
caps on what brokers can charge top-quality merchants. 
“They want to make sure that the price that’s charged 
to the merchant is fair,” says Stephen Sheinbaum, 
founder of Bizfi, a New York-based funder 
that has not instituted these caps. 
 Together, these competitive realities 
mean that sales reps, on average, are  
making much less than they did a few 
years ago. For example, on high quality 
deals, brokers might only be able to make 
3 to 8 points per deal on average.  For 
lower quality deals, on the other hand, 
brokers might make as much as 15 to  
20 points.
 So far, the changing economic tide 
hasn’t discouraged new sales reps from 
jumping in. In fact, the market is still hot 
for new brokers who continue to pour 
into the market at a torrid pace, buoyed 
by rampant media attention and aggressive 
advertising by funders and large  

brokerage houses. “I think it’s even worse now,” says 
John Tucker, a solo broker since 2009 who also blogs 
for DeBanked. “They’re signing up anybody with a 
heartbeat and a pulse.”

CLINGING TO MISPERCEPTIONS
 Despite the overcrowding issue, industry  
watchers expect new brokers will continue to  
flood in as alternative funding continues to gain  
traction. Many of these new brokers, however, won’t 
be around very long. That’s because many of them 
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are coming into the space, especially from other 
sales-oriented jobs, thinking it’s easier than it is.  
“I think many people are going to come into the 
space, fail and leave bloodied and bruised,” says 
Ramirez of World Business Lenders.
 Indeed, there are many new brokers who are  
still holding on to outdated notions about the  
business. Some are primed to think that they can 
easily make 10 points on a $100,000 deal and if 

they do that once a month, they have the potential 
to make $120,000 a year. “It’s just not as easy as it’s 
promoted to be,” says Tucker, who owns 1st Capital 
Loans in Troy, Michigan. Even Tucker, a seasoned 
broker, frequently has trouble connecting with  
merchants nowadays because they are inundated with 
sales pitches. They’ll hang up on him as soon as he 
makes it clear he’s a broker because they are getting 
so many calls from competitors, he says. 
 William Ramos, owner of Right Away Funding in 
Phoenix, Arizona, recently worked with a new broker 
who was convinced he was going to make $5,000 
a week from the get-go. Ramos tried to manage his 
expectations by explaining he’d first have to learn the 
business and be persistent if he hoped to make that 
kind of money.
 Ramos says the broker took his advice by  
asking lots of questions and working hard over  
the next six months. He’s not making what he had 
originally hoped, but he is up to about $5,000 a 
month, says Ramos, the former president of Staten  
Island, New York-based Supreme Capital Group, 
which he sold in 2015 to open a new firm.
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 In talking to new brokers, Nathan Abadi  
president of Excel Capital Management in New  
York, a lender and MCA funder, also sees a lot of 
misconceptions about what they think they can make 
and how easy it will be. It becomes problematic 
when the reality doesn’t match up with their  
expectations. For instance, he recently hired a used 
car salesman who worked for his company for about 
two months before they parted ways. The broker 
thought that because he had sold so many cars in the 
past, he could easily apply that to alternative funding. 
But he didn’t want to take the time to thoroughly 
learn about the new product set. He was just trying 
to ink deals based on cost, which is no longer a  
viable strategy, Abadi explains. “Customers know 
what the rates are. They’re not just applying with 
one person,” Abadi says.

 The first month, the new broker closed a 
$175,000 deal based on a lead he was given and 
with Abadi doing the bulk of the legwork. After  
that, the broker got a few more deals, but he couldn’t 
do it on his own without significant support  
from the firm. A big problem was that he didn’t  
understand the math behind the deals he was  
pitching. “If merchants ask you a question and you 
can’t answer it properly, you’re done. The deal’s over. 
Not enough people are taking the time to understand 
the market as a whole,” says Abadi, whose firm is 
in the process of hiring new brokers for its internal 
sales force.
 Edward Siegel, founder and chief executive of 
Fundzio LLC, a funding company in Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida, says he still sees plenty of new brokers who 
come into the business believing they can easily 

close a deal for $50,000, make 10 
points and sustain that type of income.  
“The market has changed. The cost of 
capital has gotten a lot lower for the 
customer, and since there are more 
brokers in the marketplace they are 
willing to take a lesser amount just to 
get the deal to the finish line,” he says.
 A lot of brokers come into the 
industry all gung ho and then flounder 
when they see how hard it really is. 
Siegel says he’s seen them submit deals 
for a few months and then realize they 
were living a pipe dream and leave  
the industry. “It’s not easy, especially  
in a competitive marketplace,  
especially when 10 other brokers 
might be knocking on that same guy’s 
door,” he says.

NEARING THE BREAKING POINT
 Andrew Reiser, chairman and chief 
executive of Strategic Funding Source, 
a New York-based funder, says that 
many brokers are operating under 
a false sense of security. “We’re in a 
strong economy in our space largely 
because of lack of other available 
sources of capital from larger institu-
tions. When a market is very forgiving, 
mistakes are easily absorbed and swept 
under the carpet.”
 He believes it’s going to get even 
harder for brokers over time, likening 
the situation with brokers today to 
that of stockbrokers a few decades ago. 
People used to be inundated with calls 
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from stockbrokers at firms of all sizes about this 
stock or that one. Now many small brokerage houses 
have disappeared and larger firms have moved away 
from cold calling. Instead they are focused on money 
management and proving their prowess as specialists. 
 “You can’t be all things to all people serving a 
market this size,” he says.

SURVIVAL STRATEGIES
 Kingsley of Sendto says she receives many  
questions from new brokers about how to compete 
effectively, and it’s not an easy answer. Having a 
niche product, though, can help. “If you can  
learn how a particular industry works along with  
appropriate deal placement, you can develop a really 
good client base. It helps when presenting your  
clients to funding companies and you will build  
a more professional relationship,” she says. 
 Tucker, the broker with 1st Capital Loans, notes 
that UCCs and Aged Leads are outdated marketing 
tactics and says most new brokers don’t have enough 
industry knowledge to critically think to create new 
strategies for survival. “All they will end up doing is 
burning through the little capital that they do have 
and be out of the business within 12 to 18 months,” 
he says. 
 Having good training is critical for new brokers 
to survive, according to Mike Andriello, president of 
Cushion Capital Corporation in Poughkeepsie, New 
York. “I think that if brokers focus on the nature 
of the industry, actually pick the business owners’ 
minds and learn their business as best as they can, 
they will have a lot of success. It’s not all about  
making the biggest commissions; it’s about having 
the biggest client book,” he says.
 Ramirez of World Business Lenders believes 
brokers can do better for themselves long-term by 
syndicating because it’s a way to make more money.  
“I don’t think it’s a long-term strategy if a broker’s 
not participating in his own deals,” he says.
 Granted, some funders make it easier for  
brokers to participate than others do, but 
Ramirez believes brokers should seize  
opportunities to earn interest income over 
the life of the loan. So, for instance, on 
a $100,000 loan, instead of earning a 
$20,000 commission upfront, a broker 
might be able to apply that money 
to the deal and earn $26,000 or 
$28,000 over the life of the loan. 
 Of course, this strategy won’t 
work well for brokers living  
paycheck to paycheck. “But  
if you don’t need the  

commissions right away, you can roll the  
commissions into deals and increase your  
earnings exponentially,” he says. “Because of  
rising acquisition costs and decreased commission  
averages per deal, being forced to participate,  
or syndicate, is the natural evolution.”

GEARING UP FOR THE FUTURE
 To be sure, industry watchers believe there is  
still ample opportunity for new brokers with drive 
and ambition to enter the space. “Successful  
brokers will always have a place in the ecosystem,” 
says Sheinbaum of Bizfi.
 But there’s a general consensus that from now 
on these brokers will have to work harder than they 
have in the past to thrive. Says Andriello of Cushion 
Capital: “2016 will be the year of who was smart 
enough and made the right business moves to stay 
progressing and growing. It will also be the year a  
lot of funders and brokerage firms close shop.”
 Over time, the changing economic reality will 
continue to set in. While it will be harder for  
individual brokers, it’s best for the industry when 
new sales reps understand the realities of the market 
and how to compete effectively. “You want the  
smartest people in the space. The more well-educated 
they are about the products and the processes, the 
better off everyone is,” Sheinbaum says.
 Despite everything, it’s still a great time to be  
getting into the industry, provided you have the  
right mindset and proper resources behind you,  
according to Ramos of Right Away Funding. “If you’re 
just coming in and you just want to collect your weekly 
check, now’s not a good time to be a broker. It’s a 
great time for people who are hungry, motivated and 
determined to make something out of it.”
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